
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - FRENCH - YEAR 8
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Year Group:  8 Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2

Topic Name

Topic Key
Concepts/Knowledge

Comment étaient tes vacances?
Your past holidays

Students  will be able to
understand and communicate on
the topic of holidays. They will
learn to use both the present and
the perfect tenses. Through
questioning one another, they will
also revisit question formation in
the past time frame; recapping on
how questions can help the
formulation of an answer.  Cultural
capital will be gained by discussing
holidays in Vanuatu, Tunisia,
Morocco and Algeria

Continue Comment étaient tes
vacances?

and start Aimes-tu les fêtes?
Festivals and celebrations

In Aimes-tu les fêtes? Students
will be able to understand and
communicate information on the
topic of food, festivals and
traditions. They will be able to
express their likes and dislikes
and discuss traditional foods
from the French speaking world.
This will include different types
of verbs as well as  modal verbs in
the present tense. Students will
also revisit using the near future
tense to discuss a future school
trip. Students will also develop
skills for dealing with challenging
listening passages.

Continue Aimes-tu les fêtes?
and start Quels loisirs as-tu?

Pastime activities

In Quels loisirs as-tu? Students
will be able to understand and
communicate information on
the topic of leisure activities
including TV, digital technology,
cinema, other leisure activities
and shopping. Students will
revisit how to form and answer
questions, using negatives as
well as using the 3 main tenses.
Students will also develop skills
for speaking from notes.

Continue Quels loisirs as-tu?
and start D’ou viens-tu?

Home life

In D’ou viens-tu? Students will be
able to understand and
communicate information on the
topic of home life, including the
area where they live, household
chores, daily routine, moving
house and discovering a new
region .  They will learn to use the
modal verbs pouvoir and devoir in
the present tense, revisit reflexive
verbs as well as irregular
adjectives. Students will also
develop dictionary skills.

Continue D’ou viens-tu?
and start Que penses-tu du

sport?

In Que penses-tu du sport?
Students will be able to
understand and  communicate
information about sports,
including opinions, giving
directions, discussing illnesses
and injuries as well as being at the
doctor’s. Students will also revisit
verbs followed by prepositions,
the comparative, the imperative
form of verbs, using the
impersonal structure “il faut” and
interviewing a sports person in 3
tenses.

Continue Que penses-tu du sport?

Students will continue to understand
and  communicate information about
sports, including opinions, giving
directions, discussing illnesses and
injuries as well as being at the
doctor’s. Students will also revisit
verbs followed by prepositions, the
comparative, the imperative form of
verbs, using the impersonal structure
“il faut” and interviewing a sports
person in 3 tenses.

Extra-Curricular
opportunities

MFL European Day of Languages
Ricky Bake Off
Quizlet - vocab support drop-in

Quizlet - Vocab support drop-in Quizlet - Vocab support drop-in Enrichment Day
Spelling Bee
Film in French
Quizlet - Vocab support drop-in

MFL Factor
Quizlet - Vocab support drop-in

Quizlet - Vocab support drop-in

Opportunities to develop
the whole student
(Ricky R’s)

Relationships
Reflective
Resourceful
Resilience
Respect
Responsibility

Resilience - recall of vocabulary and grammatical rules, using target language to communicate and stretch oneself accordingly
Responsibility - ensuring time is spent learning vocabulary as required, pair work is completed accordingly. Google translate is NOT an option.
Relationships - students work in pairs and groups to communicate
Resourcefulness - students use cognitive ability to work out patterns in language and are also able to use online and other language tools such as verb tables and dictionaries. 
Reflective - students consider the links between languages as well as patterns. They reflect on progress made and next steps to be made
Respect - students respect one another by listening to others, giving each other feedback and respecting that French speaking societies have a different culture and language.


